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5
A selection of candidate

PDRs in M33

The full resolution results for a selection of candidate PDRs in M33 are presented and discussed
in this Chapter.

5.1 Introduction

The nearby galaxy M33 is an excellent target for studies of star formation and molecular clouds due
to its proximity and wealth of data already available. Our study of atomic hydrogen produced on
the surface of giant molecular clouds (GMCs) in regions of recent star formation is therefore based
on strong clues about the presence of molecular clouds, as well as the existence of detailed data
permitting, for example, detailed calculations of the UV radiation field expected to lead to photodis-
sociation of molecular hydrogen.

For example, Wilson et al. (1997) studied the temperatures of molecular clouds in M33. They
found molecular clouds not associated with an HII region to have temperatures of 10 – 20K, clouds
with HII regions to have temperatures between 15 and 100K, and clouds associated to giant HII re-
gions to have temperatures above that. Madore et al. (1974) linked neutral hydrogen observation
with HII regions and concluded that the thickness of the hydrogen gas layer is larger in the disk than
it is in the center of M33.

Star forming regions in M33 show structure on multiple scales (Bastian et al., 2007). The ob-
served OB associations occur on all scales from their resolution limit of about 20 pc to kpc scales,
possibly formed due to spiral density waves (Regan and Wilson, 1993). Simulations by Dobbs et al.
(2006) suggest that molecular gas could survive between spiral arms, so we can expect to see molec-
ular clouds all throughout the disk of M33. Wilson and Scoville (1991) reported that the HI emission
in M33 appears most strongly downstream of the molecular gas and they discuss the possibility that
this atomic hydrogen was formed by photodissociation. They find the relative offset of HI and CO
peaks inconsistent with the atomic hydrogen forming molecular clouds in the spiral arms. They
contend that enough photodissociating radiation is present to produce the atomic hydrogen fea-
tures near molecular clouds.

M33 seems to be a bit peculiar among its peers, since a study of a star formation threshold in
32 nearby spiral galaxies by Martin and Kennicutt (2001) finds M33 not to pass this threshold, but
still have a comparatively high star formation rate. This issue was investigated in more detail by
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62 A selection of candidate PDRs in M33

Gardan et al. (2007), who find molecular clouds at relatively large galactocentric radii despite low
metallicities. They conclude that star formation in M33 must be more efficient than it is in other
local universe spiral galaxies. Observations by Barker and Sarajedini (2008) suggest that the infall of
gas is responsible for star formation in the outer disk of M33.

For all these reasons, M33 is a good target for investigating atomic hydrogen produced in pho-
todissociation regions (PDRs), throughout its disk and on different scales. Photodissociation of
molecular hydrogen is inevitable under influence of far-UV light, and the dissociating radiation from
clusters of O and B stars can be expected to produce atomic hydrogen up to a few hundred parsec
away, a large enough linear scale to resolve in M33.

Allen et al. (1986) noticed that the HI in M83 showed a large-scale morphology indicative of HI

produced in large-scale PDRs. This study was followed by Allen et al. (1997), for M81, Smith et al.
(2000), for M101, Heiner et al. (2008a), an expanded study of M81, and Heiner et al. (2008b), for M83.

We report our initial findings here with high resolution far-UV and HI maps of candidate PDRs
in M33, combined with local metallicity measurements where available. This information is suffi-
cient to infer total hydrogen volume densities. We investigate the smallest scales afforded by the
resolution of our data (about 25 pc). We also look at possible larger scale PDR structures.

We will explain the method and the data we used in §5.2. Our results are given in §5.3 and
summarized in §5.4.

5.2 Method and Data

The results in this paper are based on archival data from GALEX (publicly available), VLA data with
GBT short spacing added in (Thilker & Braun, 2007, private communication) and metallicity data
from Magrini et al. (2007) and Rosolowsky and Simon (2008). We assume M33 to be situated at
a distance of 847 kpc (Saha et al., 2006) for the purpose of measuring distances within M33. To
deproject distances, we adopt a position angle of 23◦ and an inclination of 56◦ for its disk, from
Zaritsky et al. (1989). Its R25 is 28.77′ , or 7.1 kpc (Vila-Costas and Edmunds, 1992), which we used
to normalize our galactocentric radius measurements. A uniform foreground extinction of 0.33 mag
is taken, using E(B-V) from Schlegel et al. (1998) and the expression for AFUV from Gil de Paz et al.
(2007a).

The GALEX FUV image of M33 has an angular resolution of 4′′, or about 16 parsec. The VLA/GBT
21-cm map has an angular resolution of 5′′. We are assuming direct proportionality between the
metallicity 12+ log(O/H) and the dust-to-gas ratio δ/δ0, after Issa et al. (1990). Then we can convert
the metallicity to δ/δ0 using

log(δ/δ0) = (12+ log(O/H))−8.69, (5.1)

where 8.69 is the solar metallicity from Allende Prieto et al. (2001). This was possible in the case of
regions CPSDP 0087g and Z204, BCLMP 0256 as well as NGC 595 and 604.

When no local metallicity data is available, we use the single metallicity gradient fit from Rosolowsky
and Simon (2008), which becomes:

log(δ/δ0) =−0.027R −0.33. (5.2)

This was used in the case of regions BCLMP 0269, 0288, 0650, 0695, and our Region 42 (using the
numbering used in Chapter 6).

The first result of a full resolution analysis of candidate PDRs in M33 were introduced in Chapter
4. We use the same PDR model we used in Heiner et al. (2008a) to connect the (background sub-
tracted) atomic hydrogen column density NHI , in cm−2, the incident flux G0, and n = nHI +2nH2
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in cm−3, which is
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n

(

δ
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)

−1/2
]

cm−2 (5.3)

from Allen (2004).
The full resolution images allow for some slight improvement to the PDR method. Resolved UV

sources are measured independently (although they are still expected to harbor a certain amount of
O, B stars each) and their incident flux G0 on individual HI patches is summed to derive a cumulative
G0. We did not consider whether one UV source blocks another in the direction of an HI patch, since
we could not deproject the three dimensional structure of these OB clusters. It can however be
assumed that this is not a big issue if the extinction close to these sources is low.

Where available, locally measured metallicity values were used (Equation 5.1). Otherwise, we
use the single metallicity gradient equation for M33 (Equation 5.2). We did not aim for a complete
sample of candidate PDRs in M33, but rather we selected those regions that stood out in their FUV
emission and had a morphology that seemed to indicate the presence of large-scale PDRs. The latter
merely means that we preferred regions with a relatively simple apparent HI morphology, but that we
selected regions with a progressively more (seemingly) complex HI structure. When a larger, resolved
HI structure appeared to be present, we measured its average column density and calculated a global
total hydrogen volume density. This is similar to the method used in M81 and M83, except that here
the structures are resolved. We explicitly assume that a large-scale PDR with a shell of HI is observed,
with a radius of up to a few hundred parsec.

Additionally, we included regions that had either individual CO detections associated to it, from
Engargiola et al. (2003), or individual metallicity measurements. Almost all these candidate PDRs,
primarily selected by FUV emission, turned out to be known HII regions. The ones starting with
BCLMP derive their names from Boulesteix et al. (1974). The ones starting with CPSDP come from
Courtes et al. (1987). Our sample includes one region that has no name at this time, which we will
call “Region 42”, consistent with the results presented in Chapter 6.

5.3 Results

We will now give a short description of each region, which will be accompanied by an overlay plot, a
finding chart and a data table. The color figures can be found near the back of this thesis, accompa-
nied by their corresponding table. Finally, the results are gathered in a couple of consolidated plots.
An overview plot of the location of the regions that were investigated is shown in Figure 5.1.

CPSDP 0087g

We measured fluxes in a string of UV sources, that seems to be surrounded by HI emission. (Figure
18, Table 1.) The HI morphology is clumpy and is mostly located to the east of the UV sources.

This region has CO detections, that are not directly coinciding with measured HI patches. CO
detection close to one of the UV sources is likely to arise from high temperatures. The metallicity in
this region is relatively high, higher than, for example, CPSDP Z204 nearby. This depresses the total
hydrogen volume densities in the PDR model.

CPSDP Z204

CPSDP Z204 is about 1.6 kpc away from the center of M33 and is shown in Figure 19 and Table 2.
It was described in more detail in Chapter 4 and shows a morphology of HI patches surrounding a
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Figure 5.1: Ten candidate PDRs in M33 that were singled out for closer investigation.

complex of UV sources, making these HI clumps candidate PDRs. The detection of CO is a further
confirmation of the presence of GMCs in the area.

NGC 595

NGC 595 is M33’s second brightest HII regions and has been studied extensively. Wilson and Scoville
(1992) studied the molecular content of this region and found it to have less molecular gas mass
than NGC 604 by about an order of magnitude (half a million solar masses). They noted a significant
atomic mass component and point to photodissociation as the likely cause of this HI. The finding
chart in Figure 20 shows that HI patch no. 1, that was selected because it has CO associated to it, has
a density of 105 cm−3(Table 3). However, patch no. 2 is associated with CO emission as well, but has
a lower density (only 12 cm−3). The CO emission here may be the result of a higher temperature of
the gas rather than a higher density of the GMCs. A larger scale measurements (green polygon in the
overlay), yields a slightly higher density of 45 cm−3.

BCLMP 0695

No clear large-scale structure can be discerned in this HII region, although the distribution of atomic
hydrogen seems to suggest some filamentary structures. The UV fluxes are comparable to the lower
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fluxes in NGC 595, and the number of sources points to a lot of recent star formation (Figure 21). The
UV sources surround the single detection of CO in this region, and so do the HI patches. The closest
ones are no. 1 (23 cm−3) and no. 4 (116 cm−3). We would also expect CO emission at no. 2, since it
has a density of 195 cm−3, but it is also close enough to the UV source that any CO would have been
broken up. In that case it would be of interest to look for ionized carbon atoms.

NGC 604

NGC 604 is the largest and most luminous HII region in M33. It was featured in Chapter 4. Our
measurements of NGC 604 were presented in Chapter 4, in Table 4.2. A detailed view of NGC 604
is shown in Figure 22. The central cluster of OB stars is situated on the edge of an HI arm. We
attempted to get a global measurement using an average HI column density measured on the HI

arm. HI column densities to the west of NGC 604 drop to below the sensitivity limit, although a
diffuse component shows on single dish GBT data (Thilker, 2008, private communication). Since
the UV emission does not particularly follow the HI arm, this faint HI emission deserves further
attention.

BCLMP 0288

Region BCLMP 0288 only features a morphology that suggests a large-scale PDR, which makes it an
interesting target in its own right. The central cluster is embedded in HI emission that doesn’t show
discernable structure on a smaller scale. The highest HI columns go around BCLMP 0228 on the
eastern side and we used an average along that ridge for our measurements (Figure 24, Table 5).

BCLMP 0256

This HII region contains three individual metallicity measurements from Rosolowsky and Simon
(2008). We adopted the nearest measurement to each HI patch, as can be seen in Table 6. A partial
HI ridge surrounding BCLMP 0256 on the basis of surrounding HI patches is shown, among others,
in Figure 25. Additional UV sources were measured towards the west, where the extra metallicity
measurements were available.

BCLMP 0650

The region BCLMP 0650 (Figure 26) shows a rich morphology of a large-scale PDR and intermediate
size PDRs, of which we have analyzed 5. While the large-scale HI shell is not very dominant, we
still attempted to measure its average column density in a rectangular area, finding a total hydrogen
density of 18 cm−3.

BCLMP 0269

This region features a lot of recent star formation, scattered over a relatively large area. The distri-
bution of the atomic hydrogen surrounding the young star clusters is reminiscent of a large-scale
shell. The average HI column density of this shell is measured along a straight line in Figure 27). The
region includes a CO measurement by Rosolowsky et al. (2003), that we connect to an intermediate
size PDR. We also include a similarly sized PDR on the eastern part of BCLMP 0269, which looks like
our typical candidate PDR.
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Region 42
Our Region 42 lies far from the center of M33, at about 8.6 kpc (Figure 28). It features a single UV
complex at its center, surrounded by various HI patches that can be used to probe the underlying
GMCs in this candidate PDR. These patches are expected to indicate medium scale PDRs. The total
hydrogen volume densities found in this way range from 6 cm−3 to about 220 cm−3. Additionally,
we attempted to probe the large-scale PDR by averaging the HI column densities along an arc of HI

surrounding the central FUV source. This measurements yields a total hydrogen volume density of
n = 70 cm−3. As in M81 and M83, our method points to the presence of GMCs in the outer regions
of these galaxies.

5.3.1 Combined plots
The measurements of the regions with candidate PDRs presented here are consolidated in Figure
5.2.

The HI plot is a sampling of HI peaks that decline with galactocentric radius. Close to the center
of M33 the values are high enough to raise worries about the HI being optically thick. The values of
G0 decline as well and generally span a range of 0.1 to 10. The total hydrogen volume densities are
remarkably constant in range and values, ranging from approximately 10 to 300 cm−3. The values
in the region closest to the center, CPSDP 0087g, are lower. We noted previously that this region
has a particularly high dust content, depressing the densities that we obtain. The high dust content
may also indicate heavy internal extinction for which we did not correct. Finally, the plot with G0
and n does not show a clear correlation, although if an actual correlation were present, it would be
more pronounced without the CPSDP 0087g sources. As an additional indication of the likelihood of
the HI patches being produced by photodissociation, we looked at the source contrast G/Gbg . The
open circles in Figure 5.2 indicate a corresponding source contrast of less than 0.5. These HI patches
generally correspond to a lower value of n, and a lower value of G0.

In Chapter 6, we will show what the results would look like if M33 was at a distance comparable
to that of M81 and M83. Those results will then be compared to the results shown here.

5.4 Conclusions
We presented measurements of candidate PDRs in 10 regions in M33, at the level of individual HI

patches as well as at a larger scale, where we tried to identify the larger scale HI structures. The rich
level of detail calls for some improvement in the PDR method. We presented detailed views of the
UV and HI structure of these regions. 6 out of 10 of the regions had CO measurements from the lit-
erature, which are found close to the HI patches. The corresponding volume densities are generally
around 100 cm−3 or more, with a few exceptions. M33 shows a consistent range of hydrogen volume
densities throughout its disk, roughly 10 to 300 cm−3.
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Figure 5.2: The results of the 9 out of 10 regions that have detailed results (not the larger scale
measurements) are shown here: the HI column densities, the incident flux G0, the total hydrogen
volume densities and a plot of n vs. G0. The open circles indicate HI patches with a source contrast
below 0.5.






